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and one sometimes wonders how this rather bourgeois
Ziirich citizen could ever have written such delicate
lyrics and wonderful stories, how he could have
drawn women of such irresistible grace and charm.
Some day we may see deeper into his mind and art;
for he was clearly not one of those open natures that
wear their hearts on their sleeves: even his letters
tell us little more than—in some respects, not as much
as—his books. But it was something of a tragedy,
no doubt, that he? with his great heart, should have
found no helpmate to share his rich spiritual life, that
he should have been doomed to do no more than
Sxisse Frauenbilder zu erfinden,
Wie die bitt're Erde sie nicht hegt.
Nearly six years before the Zumher Novellen, Keller
had published a very different kind of book under the
title ofSieben I^egenden (iSyi).1 This is a series of old
church legends written when the first Grune Heinrich
was passing through the press, and based on a collec-
tion made by the poet Kosegarten at the beginning
of the century. In the hearts of many of Keller's
admirers the Sieben ~Legenden holds the first place.
Three of the legends, Eugenia., Dorotheas Blumen-
korbchen and Der schlimm-heilige Vitalis are old church
stories, which permit, with not too tragic consequences,
the mingling of the naive piety of the early Christian
world with a strain of amiable worldliness. Three
are legends of the Virgin, Die Jungfrau und der Teujel
Die Jungfrau ah "Ratter, and Die Jungfrau und die Nonne,
in which the Virgin appears as the peacemaker and
the conciliator in very worldly conflicts and troubles ;
and the collection is rounded off by the most ethereal
blend of poetry and music in modern literature, Das
TatKflegpnachen, a veritable poem in prose. One is
almost reluctant to endorse the high claim that is
made for this collection, lest it should seem to suggest
a depreciation of the great stories of the earlier books ;
1 An English translation by Martin Wyncss was published at Glasgow
in 1911.

